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Abstract. This paper proposes a dynamic VR environment design ap-
proach to enhance the way a user experiences a computer generated
character’s movement. We transferred concepts and practices from per-
formance studies to create a dynamic VR environment, in which design
elements are interconnected and changing with the character’s move-
ment. Our focus was on space and light as two essential elements of both
dance performances and virtual environments. We employed and tested
our dynamic VR environment design approach by means of two stud-
ies (on space and on light) with 24 users in total. The results of these
studies are discussed with regard to the enhancement of, and benefits for
the user experience, followed by suggestions for the applicability of our
approach to other fields in VR design.

Keywords: VR · light · space · user experience · performing arts · con-
temporary dance · VR environment · CG character · movement.

1 Introduction

The perception of computer generated characters in virtual environments is a
research topic that has recently received attention, aiming at designing for a more
lively and embodied user experience (e.g., [27], [28]). We support that there is
potential in applying performance studies concepts to Computer Generated (CG)
characters, movement and their environment in VR, in order to improve user
experience. The expertise of performing arts directors and practitioners has been
identified as very relevant for VR design. Smith has investigated the translation
of live performance into VR, and refers to Google Experience Engineer Elly
Nattinger, who states: “the expertise of performing arts directors in controlling
the audience’s focus provides them with the necessary skills for developing work
in VR and suggests that these techniques should be studied and used by all
disciplines working in VR” [26]. However, some issues that are considered key in
performance studies have not gained the same degree of attention in VR design.
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Among the topics that may support VR development and user experience
design, we identify research potential in investigating the connections between
character movement and the virtual environment ; in particular the connection
between movement and changes in space and light. Space and light are two cen-
tral elements in dance performance, particularly including digital technology.
For instance, Correia et al. [6] included set (equivalent to space in our terminol-
ogy), light, sound and costume design in their Performance Network diagram.
Blom and Beckhaus have mapped the design space of dynamic interactive vir-
tual environments. They propose that “what makes environments interesting
and engaging is having worlds that are both active and reactive” [3]. Under
their dynamic components taxonomy, our intended elements, space and light,
are situated under ‘scene attributes’. Although their research does not relate
directly to dance, nor to CG characters, their findings identify the relevance of
dynamic elements in VR environments.

Based on this identified potential, we propose a dynamic VR environment
design approach: an environment that is interconnected and changing with the
character’s movement. This leads to our research question: How does a dynamic
VR environment change the way a user experiences a CG character’s move-
ment?. We focus on space and light as dynamic elements of the VR environment.

Based on that dynamic VR environment, we designed two studies, using
motion capture data to generate CG character movement. We use the term ‘CG
character’ in the same way as Vincs et al.: “combining motion capture data with
3D character animation” [28]. Following the approach of transferring performing
arts expertise to VR design, we used the artistic concepts and choreographic
strategies from an interactive dance piece conceived by Outi Valanto, who worked
with digital spaces and light-sensitive movement explorations. We propose that
this approach can also be useful in VR design outside of performing arts.

2 Literature Review

2.1 VR, Dance and Movement

The topic of dance in Virtual Reality has emerged in recent Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) literature in different contexts. Smith [26] analysed the current
practice in dance performance and virtual reality. The author classified dance
performances according to the content and type of virtual environment, from
a realistic representation of the environment to computer generated imagery.
Thomas et al. [27] identified a gap between how bodies are seen and how bodies
are felt in virtual environments. To address this, they explored a combination
of somatic dance practices and VR technology. This is also an important topic
for dance education, which Raheb et al. [21] discussed in their survey on Dance
Interactive Learning Systems, including examples of dance in VR.

Choreographic processes have also entered the design of VR environments.
For instance, Fdili Alaoui et al. [7] presented a VR version of the choreographic
performance Radical Choreographic Object. Altizer Jr. et al. [1] and Jürgens et al.
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[14] explored the use of VR and choreographic thinking, visualizing the creative
process. Movement is fundamental in dance, but also in other VR fields studied
in HCI, such as exergames. Wolf et al. [31] presented a jump-based locomo-
tion augmentation technique, which “combines realistic physical movement with
hyper-realistic virtual outcome”, leading to an exaggeration of physical actions.

2.2 User Experience in VR: Presence and Immersion

Mestre et al. discussed the term ‘presence’ referring to the initial concept of
‘spatial presence,’ understood as “self-orientation and self-location with respect
to a media environment, not the real environment” [18]. In a recent study on
experiencing stories in a virtual environment, Shin [25] concluded that the VR
experience can be divided in two phases. The author describes the first phase as
a ‘two-tiered process of immersion,’ which comprises presence and flow. In the
next phase, empathy and embodiment “are selectively experienced by users.”
In Shin’s approach, the user has a fundamental role in “processing immersion,
forming presence, and influencing user engagement” [25]. Consequently, the au-
thor suggests to harmonize the technological features and respective cognitive
processes of different user groups. This can be done according to the designer’s
intended level of presence and flow to impact on desired empathy and embod-
iment. We see specific research opportunities arising from Shin’s approach, to
take the cognitive processes of the user into account.

Space is an important component to take into account regarding presence.
Wirth et al. [29] proposed a model of spatial presence consisting of a two-step for-
mative process. In the first step, the user verifies that the virtual environment is
a space through the construction of a “spatialized mental model of the mediated
environment”. The second step consists of accepting the mediated environment
as the primary frame of self-reference and self-location. We will combine the
frameworks of Wirth et al. [29] and Shin [25] in our design approach.

2.3 Space and Realism in VR

Space is also relevant in VR in terms of level of realism. For instance, in their
project Reality Check, Hartmann et al. [8] focused on the situated physical reality
as a starting point to investigate real-time 3D reconstruction, aiming to merge
reality with a VR environment, comparing different degrees of blending between
both. Kitson et al. [15] proposed that ‘lucid dreaming’, a phenomenon where
dreamers are conscious of their dreaming, and know that no event or action have
real-life consequences, can be relevant for VR design. These authors demonstrate
that there are effective alternatives to realism in the design of VR environments.

Brown [5] described the potential of the virtual stage (beyond traditional
scenographic conventions) as an evolving ‘relational space’: “In learning to dance
with data, spaces unfold, [...] the stage metamorphoses from a physical location
- grounded, fixed, actual - to a relational space - incorporating the ungrounded,
the fluid and the virtual.” Brown’s ‘relational space’ concept informed the inter-
related logic of our dynamic approach.
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2.4 Light, User Experience and VR

In HCI literature, light has been identified as an important element for user
experience design. To describe the concept of user experience, Hassenzahl be-
gan by analysing the example of the Wake-Up Light, a crossing between an
alarm clock and a bedside lamp: “half an hour before the set alarm, the lamp
starts to brighten gradually, simulating sunrise” [9]. Höök et al. [11] designed
Breathing Light, which measured the movements of the user’s chest to control
the dimming of the ambient light, providing ‘subtle guidance’ for the user to
reach precise bodily introspection. In the installation Dichroic Wade [23], light
was conceived “as a material and concrete element” for artistic creation. These
examples illustrate the importance of light as an element that can help “tran-
scending the material”, for designing “experiences created and shaped through
technology (aka User Experience)” [9].

Despite the identified potential of light for user experience, there is scarce
related literature applying it to VR. We present some recent examples pointing
to this area. In the Aura Garden VR environment, light painting photography
is explored: users can create their own light sculptures through a physical wand
controller [24]. He et al. [10] studied audience experiences of live theatre per-
formances in VR. The authors compared conventional and panoramic video to
find out which media format provoked a stronger desire in the viewer to watch
the live performance of the piece in an actual theatre venue. In the results, the
authors mentioned two examples of participants who connected light changes
and lighting effects to their vivid memory of a specific scene. This particularly
relates to our light study in VR.

3 Study Design

3.1 Design of the VR Environments

We designed two studies, each focusing on dynamic space and dynamic light.
We based the dynamic changes of space and light on the movement of a CG
character – our proposed dynamic VR environment design approach. To assess
our approach, we tested the dynamic condition of each element against a neutral
(static) condition. We collaborated with choreographer Outi Valanto, following
the recommendation from Jürgens et al. [13] to foster “integration of contempo-
rary dance practitioners as researchers in interdisciplinary projects”. Her dance
piece E-motional Landscapes, developed in a previous stage of the project Moving
Digits (https://movingdigits.eu), has a strong connection to space and light.

Regarding space, the choreographer stated “the moving body is the center of
engagement and experience” and navigates “in between the physical and imagi-
native spaces” (from the E-motional Landscapes project description). Regarding
light, the choreographer wanted to explore “how we direct ourselves to the light
and how we direct ourselves away from the light, and how this affects our body
and our movement”, for example “trying to search the shadows and avoiding the
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light” (excerpt of interview with choreographer). To obtain data for the move-
ment of the character, we conducted a motion capture session with a professional
dancer, using the OptiTrack system (with 24 cameras covering a 5 x 5 meters
tracking area). In this session, the dancer conducted improvisations informed by
the above concepts around space and light.

In the design of the dynamic space condition, we mapped the walls and the
ceiling to the head position of the dancer, in a non-linear way (the x-, y- and z-
axis of the head were mapped to different space elements). Regarding dynamic
light, we created six trigger areas for light within the virtual space, reacting to
the dancer’s horizontal head position. Additionally, the light intensity could be
controlled via the vertical head position. We aimed to avoid one-to-one mappings,
and planned to implement more complex and less obvious ones, following recent
recommendations from literature on dance and technology [17]. In both cases,
the setting for the virtual environment was a room with a ‘plain’ appearance,
similar to a dance studio (figure 1). The rationale for this ‘plain’ appearance
was to emphasize the CG character’s movement. Some elements, such as bricks
and columns, were designed with the intention of providing reference points for
the viewer in terms of scale and location. Both studies and both conditions were
designed for being experienced by a sitting viewer, the same setting as s/he
would experience in a theatrical context (i.e., the viewer could look around but
not move around). There was no sound in both conditions.

Fig. 1: Top: Study 1 - Space. Bottom: Study 2 - Light. Neutral conditions on the
left, dynamic conditions on the right.

3.2 Methods

Study 1 and 2 focused on the impact of dynamic space and light, respectively,
on user experience. In each study, we compared two conditions: the dynamic
condition, where one element (either space or light) is mapped to the CG char-
acter’s movement, against a neutral condition, where space and light are static.
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Each study used a specific segment of the choreography, which related to space
or light. The two studies followed the same procedure. We adopted a repeated
measures, within-subjects approach as done in other VR studies, such as [2] and
[16], therefore each participant experienced both the dynamic and neutral con-
ditions. The duration of the segments were 2 minutes (Study 1) and 2 minutes
and 42 seconds (Study 2). The studies combined questionnaires and interviews.

Questionnaires To investigate user experience in VR, we decided to to assess
presence (the sense of “being there in the environment” [30]) and engagement
(“a quality of user experience that is characterized by the depth of an actor’s
investment in the interaction [with a digital system]” [19]). Presence data was
collected using the the Igroup Presence Questionnaire (IPQ), a validated
questionnaire with a general presence factor, PRES, and three subscales: SP,
Spatial Presence, the sense of being physically present in the virtual environment;
INV, Involvement, focus of attention between real and virtual environments;
REAL, Experienced Realism, judgment of the reality of the virtual environment
[12]. It has 14 items, using 7-point scales.

To assess user engagement, we adopted the short form of the User Engage-
ment Scale (UES), that is, UES-SF [20]. UES-SF consists of 12 items instead
of UES’s 31, therefore “ideal in within-subject studies where participants are
completing multiple tasks or trials” [20] and fitting for our studies. UES-SF is
a validated questionnaire with four subscales: FA, Focused Attention, “feeling
absorbed in the interaction and losing track of time”; PU: Perceived Usability,
“affect experienced as a result of the interaction and the degree of control and
effort expended”; AE: Aesthetic Appeal, “attractiveness and visual appeal of
the interface”; and RW: Rewarding, how much the experience was rewarding
and worthwhile. It relies on 5-point scales. The order of the questions within
IPQ and UES-SF was randomised. Combining IPQ with UES-SF resulted in 26
items for each condition.

We implemented the questionnaires inside the VR environment, fol-
lowing the approach recommended by Schwind et al. [22]. This way, participants
do not need to remove their Head-Mounted Display (HMD) and put it on again
to experience the next condition. According to [22], adopting presence question-
naires in VR can reduce “distracting or biasing cues from the real-world, such as
the experimenter or experimental setup”. Consequently, it potentially requires a
smaller sample than real-world questionnaires to reveal statistically significant
results between two or more conditions [22].

To analyse the resulting quantitative data we used Python (v. 3.6.9,
libraries: statsmodels, statistics, scipy). To assess parametric assumptions of our
datasets, we tested the distribution using a normality test (Shapiro test, given
the smaller sample size). Only PRES in experiment 1 passed the normality test.
The data that met parametric assumptions was analysed using t-test to compare
conditions; while the remaining datasets were analysed using Wilcoxon signed-
rank test (also known as Wilcoxon t-test) to compare conditions. Only significant
comparisons are reported in detail.
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Interviews We also conducted semi-structured interviews with partici-
pants, to gather further insights. The questions focused on: a general impressions
of both conditions; impressions on the CG character’s movement; perceived con-
nection (if any) between character’s movement and space or light; and any other
thoughts provoked by the experience. Interviews lasted, on average, 10 minutes.
The transcribed interviews were later coded and analysed using thematic
analysis [4] by two members of our team, and cross-checked by a third member.

Participants For each of the 2 studies, there were 12 participants (24 in total),
testing both the dynamic and the neutral conditions. Participants were recruited
from the local academic and artistic communities. As incentive, they received
merchandising from the research project and a voucher for a dance performance.
Before the studies, we conducted an online demographics questionnaire with
participants, including questions about experience with VR and dance.

Participants had ages ranging from 24 to 58 years. 10 identified as male, 13
as female, and 1 preferred not to say. In terms of VR experience, 8 used VR
once a month or more; 10 between once a month and once a year; 2 once a year
or less; and 4 had never used it. Regarding dance experience, 2 attended dance
performances once a month or more; 9 between once a month and once a year;
9 once a year or less; and 4 had never attended. Participants were distributed
between the studies in order to achieve diversity of age, gender, experience of
VR and dance in each study. For anonymity, participants were numbered first
(P1, P2 etc.) and distributed later between studies, as part of this process.

Fig. 2: Study procedure: Participant with HMD (left) and an image from the
in-VR questionnaire (right)

Procedure Participants undertook the following procedure: 1) welcome, brief-
ing about the study, consent form signing, and introduction to the VR set-up; 2)
VR study, consisting of: first condition and questionnaires (IPQ and UES-SF),
followed by second condition and questionnaires, all in VR; 3) interview. To coun-
terbalance the learning effect, the order of the conditions (neutral and dynamic)
was randomised. Participants were sitting during the experiment (figure 2), in
order to resemble the audience experience of a traditional dance performance.
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The average durations of the in-VR experiences were 14 minutes and 11
seconds for Study 1 (space), and 15 minutes and 12 seconds for Study 2 (light).
These were presented using an HTC Vive Pro. To guarantee fluid VR experiences
and a constant refresh rate (90 FPS) for the HMD, we used state-of-the-art
gaming hardware: an Intel i7-8086K CPU (4 GHz) with 32GB of memory and
an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 (8 GB memory) video card.

4 Results and Analysis

4.1 Results from Questionnaires

The descriptive statistics (mean and standard deviation) for each of the subscales
of IPQ and UES-SF of both studies can also be seen in table 1. The results of
the Wilcoxon signed-rank test analysis show a statistically significant difference
in some of the subscales of both IPQ and UES-SF questionnaires between our
two conditions.

Table 1: Mean scores and (±) standard deviation for IPQ and UES-SF subscales
across conditions for Study 1 – Space and Study 2 – Light. The * indicates a
statistically significant difference between conditions, with higher values in bold.

Study Questionnaire Subscale Neutral Condition Dynamic Condition

Study 1

IPQ

PRES 4.333 ± 1.312 4.250 ± 1.639
SP 4.200 ± 1.610 4.150 ± 1.768

INV* *3.521 ± 1.633 *4.333 ± 1.736
REAL* *2.750 ± 1.689 *2.125 ± 1.333

UES-SF

FA* *2.500 ± 1.093 *3.222 ± 0.885
PU 4.250 ± 1.010 4.083 ± 1.064
AE* *2.806 ± 0.937 *3.389 ± 0.826
RW* *3.083 ± 1.115 *3.806 ± 1.023

Study 2

IPQ

PRES* *3.917 ± 1.320 *4.667 ± 1.312
SP* *3.900 ± 1.620 *4.333 ± 1.650
INV 3.729 ± 1.604 3.938 ± 1.819

REAL 2.646 ± 1.315 2.875 ± 1.615

UES-SF

FA 2.833 ± 1.280 3.194 ± 1.126
PU 4.417 ± 0.862 3.944 ± 1.246
AE* *2.750 ± 1.037 *3.333 ± 0.972
RW 3.500 ± 1.093 3.667 ± 1.054

In Study 1 – Space, for IPQ, the following statistically significant differ-
ences emerged in the analysis: the INV subscale (Involvement, focus of attention
between real and virtual environments) was ranked higher in the dynamic condi-
tion than in the neutral one (Z=76.500, p=0.001); in addition the REAL subscale
(Experienced Realism) was ranked lower in the dynamic condition than in the
neutral one (Z=174.500, p=0.05). In UES-SF, we found the following statisti-
cally significant difference as follows: FA subscale (Focused Attention, “feeling
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absorbed in the interaction and losing track of time” [20]) was ranked higher
in the dynamic condition (Z=78.000, p=0.002); additionally the AE subscale
(Aesthetic Appeal, “the attractiveness and visual appeal of the interface” [20])
was higher in the dynamic condition (Z=30.000, p¡0.001); and to conclude the
RW subscale (Rewarding, how much the experience was worthwhile) was also
higher in the dynamic condition (Z=28.000, p=0.001).

In Study 2 – Light, for IPQ, the following statistically significant differences
emerged: the PRES factor (General Presence) was ranked higher in the dynamic
condition (Z=2.500, p=0.047); and the SP subscale (Spatial Presence, the sense
of being physically present in the Virtual Environment) was also ranked higher
in the dynamic condition (Z=287.500, p=0.037). In the UES-SF test the AE sub-
scale (Aesthetic Appeal, “the attractiveness and visual appeal of the interface”
[20]) was ranked higher in the dynamic condition (Z=52.500, p=0.002).

4.2 Analysis and Discussion of Interviews

In this section, we present the results of our thematic analysis, and discuss these
in light of the questionnaire results and the literature review. Six main themes
emerged from our analysis, which became the headings to the sections below.
The first three themes relate to Study 1; the fourth and fifth themes corresponds
to Study 2; and the last theme was identified in both studies.

Higher Involvement in a Less Realistic VR Environment The results of
Study 1, on space, show that our participants felt more involved in the dynamic
condition. This is supported by the higher scores in the dynamic condition in
the ‘involvement’ subscale of the IPQ questionnaire and by the interviews. More-
over, there is a connection between higher involvement and the less realism of
the dynamic environment. Although participants experience a higher realism in
the neutral condition (from IPQ, ‘experienced realism’ subscale), they report
preference for the dynamic environment, as it is less realistic and hence provides
more surprise (P5), unpredictability (P5), novelty (P13) and challenge (P2).

There are straightforward parallels to Wolf et al. [31], who successfully intro-
duced a less realistic virtual outcome as a reward in another exergame system.
Our findings also integrate well with Wirth et al.’s framework of a two-step
formative process of presence [29]. Once participants understood the less realis-
tic elements in the dynamic VR environment (corresponding to step one in the
model by Wirth et al.) they could embrace this mediated environment as their
primary reference of self-reference and self-location (step two). Our interview
results demonstrate that the participants reported a benefit of the less realis-
tic dynamic space condition, different from a ‘plain’ real-world experience. This
benefit was absent in the neutral, more realistic condition. This is an important
observation: realism does not necessarily lead to involvement, and in fact the
opposite can occur.

Facilitation of Embodiment and Empathy The dynamic space condition of
Study 1 provoked different feelings and emotions: “made me emotional” (P6),
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“you can develop feelings” (P13), “it moved me” (P4), “I have felt more” (P6),
it was “more moody” (P10). This led to a heightened perception of embodiment:
“the walls coming nearer, I definitely felt more my body” (P4). Some participants
reported a change in the way they felt their own body during the experience of
the dynamic space condition, and a stronger feeling of action in the VR environ-
ment. These outcomes are mirrored in the results of the UES-SF questionnaire
‘rewarding’ subscale, with higher scores in the dynamic space condition.

These findings correlate to the framework presented by Shin [25]. For this
author, embodiment and empathy are experienced in a second phase of the VR
experience (following the initial phase of immersing in the VR environment).
Therefore, by enabling embodiment and empathy, the dynamic space condition
facilitates this second phase.

Understanding and Empowerment of CG Character Movement In
Study 1, the participants’ comments to the dynamic space condition eluci-
date how the CG character’s movement exists inseparable from its context. As
a representative example, P3 experienced the neutral space condition as “static,
lifeless, empty”, while the dynamic space condition was described as “alive like
it was linked to the person”. Participants further experienced the CG character
movement as “easier to understand” (P5) and following a “storyline” (P8). Ad-
ditionally, two participants experienced the space as empowering the movement
of the character (P1, P3). These observations are reflected in the results of the
UES-SF questionnaire in the ‘focused attention’ subscale, with higher scores in
the dynamic space condition.

This is a fine example for the design of a virtual stage, where a grounded and
fixed physical location has metamorphosed into an evolving “relational space”
[5]. This relational space (the dynamic space condition) led to an experience of
empowered character movement, while also making it more understandable.

Directing Attention to Body and Movement A notable aspect of the
VR experience in Study 2 was the participants’ perception of the relationship
between movement and light. Some participants detected a link between the
dancer and the direction (P12), timing (P17) and intensity (P14) of the light.
The perception by these participants of various subtle mapping strategies (as
outlined in the design of the VR environment section) indicates an awareness
of the performance ecology in the VR environment. Other participants stated
that the neutral light condition did not direct the attention to anything specific
(P18, P20, P21), whereas the dynamic condition focused attention on movement
elements or body parts through the correlation of changes in movement and light.

Despite some similarity (of the dynamic condition) with a physical theatre
setting, participants did not experience the light element as a conventional “light-
ing cue” for the performer(s) on stage (as for example in [10]). Instead, they
perceived the causal connections between movement and light, which is more
similar to the work of Seevinck [23] and Seo et al. [24], who use light as ma-
terial, as an interconnected element in interactive environments. The mappings
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contributed to the success of the dynamic condition in directing attention to the
CG character’s body and movement.

Enabling Presence and Self-Orientation in a Mediated Environment
The results of Study 2 show that our participants did not feel as present in the
neutral light condition of the VR environment. A representative statement: “it
was more like watching the scene and not being immersed” (P22). Conversely,
most participants reported strong feelings of expectation (P14, P18, P20, P24),
surprise (P18), intrigue (P20) and curiosity (P17) related with the dynamic light
condition. This is supported by the IPQ questionnaire results in the ‘general
presence’ subscale. Additionally, the results in the ‘spatial presence’ subscale of
IPQ also show higher scores in the dynamic light condition.

Mestre et al. [18] link presence to self-orientation and self-location “with re-
spect to a media environment, not the real environment.” We suggest combining
this idea with Wirth et al.’s framework of a two-step formative process of pres-
ence [29]. Wirth et al. call the first step the construction of a “spatialized mental
model of the mediated environment”. Once our participants formed a clear idea
about the media environment as a first step (e.g., P17 interpreted the neutral
condition as a rehearsal space and the dynamic condition as a performance
venue), they could embrace the media environment as a primary reference for
self-orientation and self-location (second step). We suggest that certain mental
models (such as being placed in a dark stage environment to watch a perfor-
mance) imply the participant’s acceptance of challenges in self-orientation and
self-location in anticipation of a gratifying VR experience. In fact, our results
showed that most participants reported strong feelings of expectation, surprise,
intrigue and curiosity with the dynamic light condition. By fostering a mental
model of a mediated environment, this condition facilitated self-orientation and
self-location, where associated challenges were accepted and welcomed.

Interconnected Elements Contributing to Aesthetic Experience Over-
all, the dynamic space condition of Study 1 was appealing to the participants
as a “whole” (P6, P8, P9, P15, P16) experience, where a feeling of harmony and
complementarity between movement of CG character and of space existed. For
example, the interconnectedness between the elements in the VR environment
led to the experience of “emotions that got transferred” from the character in
the dynamic space condition to the participant (P5). Again, this matches results
from the UES-SF questionnaire, showing higher scores in the dynamic condition
for the ‘aesthetic appeal’ subscale.

The aforementioned process of embodiment and empathy [25] in this case
occurred through the experience of an interconnected VR environment, in which
the design elements mutually reinforce each other. Thus, the dynamic space con-
dition, through the interconnectedness of its elements, led to a more aesthetically
appealing user experience.

Similarly, in Study 2 some participants also reported a feeling of all-encompassing
experience, of being more in contact with the “whole” (P9, P15) in the dynamic
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condition. Participants experienced the dynamic light condition as appealing
(P12, P17, P21, P22), impressive (P17), visually pleasing (P23), mysterious (P14,
P18, P20, P24), dark (P22), and even scary (P17, P18, P22, P24), in direct pos-
itive correlation with self-reported higher mental engagement. The higher scores
in the UES-SF questionnaire for ‘aesthetic appeal’ of the dynamic light condi-
tion support the interpretation that the aesthetic experience was particularly
important for engagement.

Their experience also confirms the immersive process described by Shin [25]
who observed that embodiment and empathy follow successful presence in the
VR environment. Therefore, as in the dynamic space, the interconnectedness
of elements in the dynamic light condition led to a more holistic and more
aesthetically appealing user experience.

5 Conclusion

To answer our research question we conducted two studies, each focusing on
a different VR environment element: space and light. We compared a dynamic
approach, interconnecting environment elements with CG character movement,
against a neutral condition. In both studies, the dynamic approach led to higher
presence and engagement values in questionnaires than the neutral condition,
which was further supported and clarified by the interviews.

We discussed how this dynamic approach can lead to several user experience
benefits with the design of CG characters’ movement in VR: higher involvement
in a less realistic VR environment; facilitation of embodiment and empathy; un-
derstanding and empowerment of CG character movement; directing attention
to body and movement; enabling presence and self-orientation in a mediated
environment; and interconnected elements contributing to aesthetic experience.
Wirth et al.’s framework of a two-step formative process of presence [29], in com-
bination with Shin’s model of immersion [25], have been very useful in discussing
the participants’ experiences in both studies.

We propose that the dynamic VR environment design approach can be useful
for designers – toward improving the user experience of VR environments, where
CG character movement plays a key role. Our studies suggest that our approach
can successfully improve user experience in VR, compared to a neutral approach,
for two VR environment elements: space and light. However, our investigation
on this novel topic remains exploratory, is based on two studies only, and further
research is needed.

We suggest that there is potential in further studying space (e.g., positive and
negative space) and light (e.g., hue and duration), while applying our dynamic
approach to additional environment elements (e.g., sound and costume design,
as identified in [6]), pointing to further research pathways. Taking into account
the fields identified in our literature review, we propose that our dynamic VR
environment design approach could be applied to other fields in VR design, for
instance gaming (e.g., exergaming), VR storytelling, and cultural heritage.
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